Selected Published Articles, Conference Presentations, and Keynote Speeches by Dr. Phylis Lan Lin from 1976-2020 (* in Chinese)


10. *1976 (summer). Workshop presentation on “Crisis Intervention,” sponsored by the Christian Children’s Fund, Taiwan


34. *1977.”Introducing Crisis Intervention Center in Indianapolis,” Bulletin of Counseling for Youth, 77


37. 1977 (summer). Workshop presentation on “Child Welfare and Foster Care” in Taiwan, sponsored by Tunghai University and the Christian Children’s Fund, Taiwan

38. 1977 (December 1). Presented (paper) “Illness Behavior: Motivation in Seeking Chiropractic Care” at the Faculty Forum, Indiana Central University.
39. 1977. Workshop presentation on “Chinese Culture and Society” at the Women Aware Series, six session, Indiana Central University


42. 1978. Senior citizen needs assessment survey. (sponsored by the Perry Township Senior Citizen Center)


50. 1980. Presenting a one week long special lecture on “Chinese Culture and Society” at the Elderhostel Program, University of Indianapolis


53. 1981 (June-July). Seminar on “Stress, Illness, and Adaptation” presented at the Graduate Institute of Sociology, National Taiwan University, Graduate Institute of Sociology, Tunghai University, Department of Psychology, National Taiwan University, and Chung-Kung Memorial Hospital, Taipei. (Co-presenter: Lungli Liao)


55. *1981. “Dual Career Families,” Bulletin of Counseling for Youth, 1, 10-17


58. 1983 (June 4). Spoke on “The Professionalization of Social Workers in Taiwan” at the Midwest Chinese Professional and Scientists Association annual meeting, Chicago


60. 1983. Workshop presentation on “Chinese Culture and Society” (four sessions), sponsored by the Franklin Methodist Home, Franklin, Indiana


62. 1984. The behavioral dimension of integrated women’s views on combining marriage, family, and career


69. 1984. Papers on Integrated women: A study of college women’s views on combining marriage, family, and career” and the behavioral dimension of integrated women (co-author: Mary Moore) presented at the Indiana Academy of Social Sciences annual meeting in Madison, Indiana


71. *1984 (November). Marriage and the Family. 83


Indianapolis. The paper was collected by the Lockwood Memorial Library, University at Buffalo, State University of New York. The paper can also be accessed through Sociological Abstracts

74. 1984. Papers on “Students’ Views on the Professionalization of Social Workers in Taiwan” and “College Women’s Views on Marriage, Family, and Career” presented at the 2nd Sino-American Conference on Social Welfare, San Jose, California


76. 1984 (May 12). Presented “Illness Behavior: A Sociological Perspective” to the volunteers at the Hospice volunteers program at the Methodist Hospital, Indianapolis


79. 1985. Presented a research paper on “College Student’s Views on Characteristics of a Healthy Family” at the Midwest Chinese Professionals and Scientists Joint Conference, Chicago


81. 1985. Attitudes toward marriage and family among college students: An analysis of characteristics of a healthy family


83. 1985. Spoke at the Indianapolis Volunteer Action Center on the field placement system and the issues to professional social workers.

84. *1985. Ten minute interview by the “Today: program of CTS in Taipei. The interview was aired on July 14

85. 1985. Presentation on “The Trends and Impact of Divorce in America: The Case in Marion County, Indiana” at the American Culture Institute, Academia Sinica, Nangang, Taiwan

86. 1985. Interviewed by China Post columnist, Lee Ang, on the issues of non-fault divorce. The interview was covered on July 24. Life section of the China Post and later was cited in Lee’s book, Extramarital Affairs (1986)

87. 1985 (March). “Female Physicians in Taiwan: Burning a Candle from both Ends,” Teacher Chang Monthly, 56-59

88. 1985. Presented five workshops at the Taiwan-American Cultural Foundation’s Summer Youth Camp at Calvin College, Michigan.
89. 1985. Spoke at the Taipei Women Development Center on “Stress and Coping.” The speech was covered the Min-Sheng Press (July 20) and the English edition of the China News (July 23). Also published in Bulletin-Taipei Women’s Development Center, September 1, 2-3

90. *1985. Spoke at the Counseling Center in Taipei, Taiwan on the “Adult Socialization” sponsored by the Che-Cheng Social Foundation.

91. *1985. Advised a Master Degree student in Public Health in completion of her thesis on “A Comparative Study of Male and Female Physicians’ Careers in Taiwan.”


93. 1985 (May). Spoke to the volunteer coordinators about student interns at the Volunteer Action Center, Indianapolis


95. 1985 (February 17-March 3). “Divorce in Marion County,” a newspaper report (Co-researchers: Mary More and Ken Colburn) by Bonnie Britton, Indianapolis Star, special booklet


99. 1986. Organizer and the chairperson of session on “Topics on Mass Communication and Social Science Issues” at the Mindsets Chinese Professionals and Scientists Joint Conference, Chicago

100. 1986. Presented two workshops on marriage and the family to general public at the Methodist Church, Zionsville, Indiana


102. 1986. Discussant for the session on “The Family and Childhood in the 1980’s” at the Midwest Student Sociology Conference, DePauw University, Indiana

103. 1986. Presented the research paper on “Characteristics of a Healthy Family: Cross-Cultural Study” at the first International Conference On Family Strengths, Pepperdine University, LA, California
104. 1986. Spoke at the Fusae Ichikawa Memorial Association, Tokyo, Japan. The 90 minutes speech was on “The Issues of the Modern Women: An Interpretation of the Integrated Women”

105. 1986. Spoke at the Women’s Studies Program, Population Center, National Taiwan University on “Career Women: Stress and Coping”


108. 1986 (June 6-8). A presentation on “Dual-Career Families: Stress and Coping” at the Spouse Program, Mid-America Chinese Joint

109. 1986. Annual Convention, Chicago and on February 16 at the 1986 College Life Series, Zionsville United Methodist Church, Zionsville, Indiana


111. 1987. Spoke at Franklin College Faculty International Forum on “Chinese Americans and the ‘Success’ Image”


113. 1987. Co-chair a session “Family” at the Midwest Chinese Professionals and Scientists Joint Conference, Chicago


124. 1988. Spoke at the Taiwanese Church, Queens, New York on “Asian Women’s Stress and Coping.” The lectureship was sponsored by the Asian Church Association and the Reform Church of North America and the Taiwanese Career Women’s Association


129. 1988. Presented “Working Women, Stress, and Coping in Taiwan” at the Western Social Science Association annual conference, Denver


132. 1989 (September). Speaker on “Beyond the Tiananmen Square Incidence” at the Perry Township Kiwanis Club breakfast meeting

133. 1989 (June). Presented “The Changing Women’s Status in the ROC and PRC” at the Chinese Academic and Professional Association in Mid-America annual meeting. Spoke on “Time Management” at the Eastern American Taiwanese Association annual meeting, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, MA
134. 1989. Chair for the session on “Women in Taiwan” at the American Association for Chinese Studies annual meeting, University of Wyoming

135. 1989. (December). Discussant for the session on “Social Problems in Taiwan” at the National Conference on Taiwan in the 21st Century, Taiwan


137. 1989. Invited to lecture at the Shanghai Textile University and Hangzhou University on a range of topics in July. Working on a Sociology of Medicine text with two faculty at the Social Medicine Department, Zhejiang Medical University in Hangzhou, China

138. 1989. (April). Chair, session on “Women in Taiwan,” at the 31st Western Social Science Association annual meeting, Albuquerque, New Mexico

139. 1989. Attitudes toward the handicapped: A cross-cultural study. Paper accepted by the Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, University of Indiana, Bloomington. (Co-authors: Katie Ratliff and Jeawmei Chen)

140. 1989 (October to November). Presenter, Women Aware Series, University of Indianapolis on “China and Taiwan in Transition,” six week session

141. *1989 (December 29). Taiwan and China in transition: The essence of the international symposium on China. Taiwan Times, 2

142. *1989. Four articles on divorce previously published in Living Psychology were included in Marriage for Life (Editor: R. S. Lai), Living Psychology Press


144. *1990 (March 21; May 10). Feature article on “The Third International Symposium on China and Across the Strait Relations,” World Journal, 16; Overseas Center Bulletin, 6


147. 1990. (February). Spoke on “China in Transition” at the Community Forum, Franklin College, sponsored by the Ben Franklin Society

148. 1990. (April). Discussant for the session on “Community Service in America” at the Western Social Science Association annual meeting, Portland, Oregon


151. 1990 (February and March). Spoke on “Working Women in Taiwan” and “Bronze and Chinese Civilization” at the Faculty Forum and Women in Asia class, Marian College, Indianapolis

152. 1990 (May 4-5). “Family Mediation in China” (co-author: Minjie Zhang), paper prepared for the American Sociological Association annual meeting


155. 1990. Prepared “The Purpose of the Symposium” (6 pages) for the First International symposium on China in Indiana and the Third Symposium (7 pages)

156. 1990 (August). Special lecture on “China and Taiwan in Transition” at the Elder Hostel Program, University of Indianapolis

157. *1990. Modernization, Taiwan Experience, and Unification. In W. Chai & E. Wei (Eds.) China: Road to Unification? (pp. 75-100). Taipei, Taiwan: Qienjin Publisher

158. 1990 (June). Presented “Daily Life Hassles, Social Support, and Health: Working Women and Housewives in Taiwan” at the Elder Hostel Program, University of Indianapolis

159. 1990 (July). Presented “Daily Life Hassles, Social Support, and Health: Working Women and Housewives in Taiwan” at the fourth Sino-British International Conference on Social Welfare, Taipei (presented by co-researcher Jeawmei Chen)


165. *1991 (March 16; April 27, April 14, May 11). Presentation on “Characteristics of a good marriage” at the Taipei First Girl Middle School Alumni Association annual meeting in Chicago, *World Journal*, 1


183. 1996 (October 26). Spoke on “Dual Career Families” at the Chinese American Academic Seminar in Minneapolis, MN.


190. 2000. (October). Hosted Bonnie Kwan Painting Exhibit


193. 2003. The dragon legend of China (Co-author: Christi Lan Lin) unpublished paper
194. 2004 (January 9). Spoke on “On Leadership” at the Women’s Leadership Seminar, hosted by the Adult Learning, University of Indianapolis.


197. 2005 (April). Spoke on “Female Suicide in China: A Socio-Cultural Perspective” at the IUPUI SPEA Master in Health Administration program.


200. 2007 (March 5). Special lecture on the Chinese children’s hats and baby carriers at and presented a special exhibition on Chinese minorities textiles at the Christel DeHaan Fine Arts Center.

201. 2007 (May 22). A keynote speaker on “Journey with Art Afar—Introducing Lingnan Painting to the West” at the International Conference on 100 years of Chinese Ink Painting in Taipei, Taiwan.


203. 2007 (November 12-December 7). Hosted “Taiwan: From with the Mist” art exhibit, sponsored by the Council for Cultural Affairs, Executive Yuan, Taiwan Government and the National Museum of Fine Arts, Taiwan.


217. 2013. The paper, “University of Indianapolis Press and Service-Learning: Innovative and Cutting-edge Practice” was published in *Service-Learning across the Globe: From Local to Transnational* (pp. 1-8) by Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa.


221. Commencement Ceremony at the Ningbo Institute of Technology (NIT), Zhejiang, China


226. 2014. “Successful Aging: Conceptualization.” Keynote speech at the 2nd International Conference on Aging in Shanghai


228. 2014. (October 10-13). Served as chair and discussant for the sessions “social and Political Issues through the Lens of Literature, “Marriage and Political Language,” and “Individual Papers: Topics in Chinese Studies” at the annual conference of the American Association for Chinese Studies held at George Washington University in Washington, DC


230. 2015 (April 17). Spoke on “Breaking the Glass Ceiling” at the Asian Women Forum, sponsored by the Asia and Pacific Islander Council at Indiana State University


233. 2015 “Why Does the U.S. Still Need Saudi Arabia? A Higher Education Perspective”

234. 2015. Published in Why the U.S. Still Needs Saudi Arabia, pp. 53-72. Laramie, WY: People to People Association

235. 2015 Presenter at the Assumption University’s Organizational Development PhD program

236. China site. Workshop topic (15 hours): Leadership in Socio-Cultural Technical Systems

237. 2015. The five Fs/Hs of successful aging, the proactivity model, stress management and quality of later life: Conceptualization. Presentation made at the Third Annual World
Congress of Geriatrics and Gerontology in Kaohsiung, Taiwan (published in the conference proceedings)

238. 2015 (November 29). Special Lecture at School of Business, Tunghai University. Topic: “Megatrends and Technology Change: Challenges and Paradox”

239. 2015 (November 20-22). Presenter at the Assumption University’s Organizational Development PhD program China site. Workshop topic (15 hours): Leadership in Socio-Cultural Technical Systems


243. 2015. Spoke at the College Mentor Program school age children on “Food in Chinese Culture”

244. 2016. Exploring the dynamics of change. Presentation made at the 2016 Asian Organizational Development Network (AODN) International Conference in Shanghai, China


246. 2016. (March 17-24). Special Lectures at National Zhongshan University, I-Shou University, Providence University, and Kao Yuan University in Taiwan and Shenzhen University in China on topics related to “Megatrends and the Future of Work”


248. 2016. “Leadership and Humility” Opening Remarks at the 2016 AODN (Asian Organizational Development Network) Summit, Shanghai, China

249. 2016. (October 28-30) Trends of internationalization of higher education in China: Challenges and opportunities.” Paper presented at the Sino-Foreign University Presidents Forum, Shaoxing, China (The paper will be published by the Forum.) (An extended presentation was made at the 2017 Western Social Science Association Annual Meeting on April 15, 2017)

250. 2016 (December 2). “Sociology of Language and Intercultural Competence,” a presentation at the College of English, Shenzhen University, China

251. *2016 (December 2). “Beyond 2016: Challenges of the Higher Education in America,” a paper presented at the Graduate College of English, Shenzhen University, China

253. 2016. (October 11). “Chinese Concepts of Illness and Health,” a special lecture for the “Culture, Health, and You” class at UIndy

254. 2016. Speaker at the Third International Conference on Aging in Kaohsiung, Taiwan on Nov. 26, 2015. Topic: “Successful Aging and Quality of Life: Conceptualization”

255. 2016 (October 28-30). Keynote speaker on “Trends of Internationalization of Higher Education in China: Challenges and Opportunities” at the Sino-Foreign University Presidents Forum, Shaoxing, China

256. 2016 (October 31). “Career Development.” Workshop for faculty/staff at the Zhejiang Yuexiou University of Foreign Languages, Shaoxing, China

257. 2016 (December 3). “Beyond 2016: Goals and Challenges of Higher Education in America,” a special lecture at the Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, China

258. 2016 (December). Drafted “Internationalization and Global Engagement at UIndy: Process and Implementation”

259. 2017. The 5Hs/Fs model on successful aging. Proposal accepted by the Aging and Society International Conference, September 17-18, 2018 at Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan.

260. 2017. Chair and discussants for four papers on the “One Belt, One Road” at the 2017 American Association for Chinese Studies Annual Conference at the University of South Carolina, USA

261. 2017 (February 28). Workshop on “Future of Work: Implication for OD Leadership” was presented at the OD PhD Program, Assumption University’s campus in Yangon, Myanmar

262. 2017. Chair and discussants for four papers on the “One Belt, One Road” at the 2017 American Association for Chinese Studies Annual Conference at the University of South Carolina, USA


265. 2019 (February 25). “Megatrends and Leadership 2030,” special lecture at Assumption University, OD PhD Program (PPT presentation)

266. 2019 (October 11). “Suicide and Suicide Prevention in China: A Socio-Cultural Perspective,” PPT presentation at the “West Meets East Forum III” University of Indianapolis
267. 2019 (November 5). “Master Au Ho-nien Museum and Ningnan School of Art” Special lecture presented at the Art Department, UIndy


268. 2020 (June 14-16). Fs/Hs of Successful Aging, the Proactivity Model, Stress Management, and Quality of Later Life: Conceptualization” Presentation at the Aging & Gerontology-2020)” London